07/19/2015

Incident: Vandalism
Location: 300 Block of E. Santa Clara St.
Date/Time Occurred: 07/19/15 @ 08:29am
Suspect(s): Unknown
Report: 15-09625
Contact: Watch Commander, 805-339-4416

Narrative:

On the above date and time, the Ventura Police Department Command Center received a call of a late reported vandalism to a business in the 300 block of E. Santa Clara St. The responding unit found that sometime during the early morning hours, unknown suspects did extensive graffiti to the freshly painted exterior walls of the business. There was also fresh graffiti to a business across the street and to a box truck that was parked on the street. This was done in red paint, although did not specify a particular group or moniker.

There were several surveillance cameras that covered the area, which caught the suspects committing the crime. Attached are photographs from the surveillance video.

This crime is still being investigated. The Ventura Police Department is asking if anyone can identify the individuals in the photographs, to contact the department or make an anonymous call to Crime Stoppers.